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NOMENCLATURE 

normal and lateral accelerations at the center of gravity 

wing span or vertical tail height 

horizontal tail lift curve slope corrected for downwash angle 

wing section lift curve slope at strip i 

rolling, pitching, and yawing moment coefficients 

pitching moment coefficient at zero angle of attack 

normal and lateral force curve slopes 

vertical tail-lateral force curve slope corrected for sidewash 
angle 

mean wing chord 

root and tip chords 

half the distance between left and right vortices 

vertical locations of left and right vortices 

lateral locations of left and right vortices 

moments of inertia about the aircraft body axes 

strip number 

estimated fuselage pitch~ng and yawing moment parameters 

angular velocities about the aircraft body axes 

measured angular accelerations 

vortex-induced angular accelerations 

measured and predicted peak roll accelerations 

dynamic pressure 

distances to the left and right vortices in the vortex-axes 
system 

wing referen~e area 
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EVALUATION OF A WAKE VORTEX UPSET MODEL BASED ON SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS 

OF WAKE VELOCITIES AND PROBE-AIRCRAFT ACCELERATIONS 

Barbara J. Short and Robert A. Jacobsen 

Ames Research Center 

SUMMARY 

Simultaneous measurements have been made of the upset responses experi
enced and the wake velocities encountered by an instrumented Learjet probe 
aircraft behind a Boeing 747 vortex-generating aircraft. The vortex-induced 
angular accelerations experienced could be predicted within 30% by a mathemat
ical upset response model when the characteristics of the wake were well 
represented by the vortex model. The vortex model used in the present study 
adequately represented the wake flow field when the vortices dissipated sym_· 
u:etrically and only one vortex pair existed in the wake. 

INTRODUCTION 

The third generation air traffic control system proposed for the 1980's 
by the Federal Aviation Administration is based, in part, on an increased rate 
of terminal area operations (ref. 1). This would require a reduction in the 
minimum separation distance between aircraft on their approach and departure. 
The minimum separation distance is currently limited by the hazards associated 
with wake 70rtex encounters. Two approaches to solving the wake vortex prob
lem have been the subjects of intensive research programs. One approach is to 
develop a wake vortex avoidance system for the terminal airspace, which has 
been under study by the U.S. Department of Transportation (refs. 2-6). The 
other approach to the wake vortex problem is to develop an aerodynamic means 
to reduce the hazard associated with a wake encounter. This approach has been 
the subject of a NASA research program for several years (refs. 7-17). A 
number of vortex hazard alleviation techniques have been developed in NASA 
ground-based facilities, and several have shown sufficient promise to warrant 
evaluation in flight. 

Two flight test techniques have been employed to evaluate the severity of 
wake vortex encounters and the effectiveness of aerodynamic alleviation tech
niques. The oldest and most frequently used approach 1s to measure the accel
erations imparted to an aircraft penetrating the vortex wake at a known sepa
ration from the generating aircraft. This technique requires a minimum of 
instrumentation and data reduction. However, there are several disadvantages 
to this technique. First, even though the wake has been made visible by one 
of several available methods, it is difficult to penetrate its center to 
achieve the maximum upset. Therefore, unless a large number of encounters are 
made, it is difficult to assure that the maximum possible wake severity has 
been recorded. Second, and equally important, extrapolation of results to 



other penetrating aircraft cannot be accomplished with confidence because the 
upsetting moment depends on the vortex characte~istics and varies nonlinearly 
with the span of the penetrating aircraft. 

An alternative flight test technique is to measure the velocities in the 
wake and infer the entire wake vortex flow field through matching a mathemati
cal vortex model to the measurements. If this can be done, then computations 
can be made of the aerodynamic forces and moments imparted to arbitrary fol
lowing ~ircraft. This requires that an adequate vortex model be available 
that can be successfully inferred from the measured velocities and that a 
suitable computational method be available for estimating the forces and 
moments resulting from the vortex. 

A technique of inferring the wake vortex flow field from inflight veloc
ity measurements has been described in reference 18. A mathematical model 
based on simple strip theory has been used by several investigators to esti
mate vortex-induced forces and moments (refs. 19-24), but little has been done 
to verify or refine those models. One of the reasons for this is that an ade
quate set of data by which models can be judged has not been available. 
Recently, a flight test program at NASA's Dryden Flight Research Center to 
investigate the use of wing spoilers for attenuation of the vortices from a 
Boeing 747 provided an opportunity for the measurement of the upset of an air
craft simultaneously with measurements of the wake vortex velocities. This 
was possible through the use of the instrumented Learjet operated by NASA's 
Ames Research Center. The results of these simultaneous measurements along 
with the development of an impr' ed mathematical model for estimation of 
vortex-induced moments are presented herein. 

TEST DESCRIPTION 

Test Aircraft 

The Boeing 747 aircraft (fig. 1) used as a wake generating airplane for 
this investigation was modified to allow the wing spoiler panels to be 
deployed independently. Smoke generators were mounted on each wing tip, at 
the outboard edge of the outboard flap segment, and at the outboard edge of 
the inboard flap segment. A modified Distance Measuring Equipment (DME) unit 
was installed in the aircraft to allow direct measurement of the range to 
probe aircraft. A physical description of the Boeing 747 is given in table 1. 

The Learjet probe aircraft, also shown in figure 1, was instrumented 
to measure the parameters.pertinent to upset dynamics, including the aircraft 
motions and its control-surface deflections. Airspeed, altitude, and angles 
of attack and sideslip were measured by an instrumented boom on the nose of 
the aircraft. A three-component hot-wire anemometer probe was also mounted 
on the nose boom of the aircraft for measuring velocities in the wake. The 
data were recorded on magnetic tape aboard the aircraft. The response 
measurements to document the upset resulting from an encounter Were recorded 
in digital form, while the hot-wire anemometer measurements were recorded in 
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analog fora because of their high-frequency content. A time baae generated 
aboard the aircraft was recorded in both analog and digital foraats to allow 
correlation of the flow-field measurements with the upset measura.ents to 
reduce the data. A physical description of the Learjet is given in table 1. 

Test Conditions 

The flight tests on the Boeing 747 were conducted at an altitude of 
approximately 3,040 m (10,000 ft) at airspeeds from 143 to 148 knots indicated 
airspeed (KIAS). The gross weight of the Boeing 747 ranged from 240,000 to 
259,000 kg (530,000 to 572,000 lb). lbe lift coefficient was maintained at 
1.4. Two configurations of the Boeing 747 were tested. The baseline config
uration was the normal Boeing 747 landing configuration with both the inboard 
and outboard flap segments deflected 30e (flap setting, 30/30) and the wing 
spoilers retracted. The vortex minimization configuration investigated was 
one with the flap setting remaining at 30/30 but wing spoiler panels 1, 2, 11, 
12 deflected 41·. The locations of these spoiler panels on the wing of the 
Boeing 747 are indicated in figure 2. The results of using spoilers for 
alleviation of the hazard associated with a vortex encounter are reported in 
references 8 and 25-28. 

Flight Test Procedures 

Twc different flight test procedures are normally used to obtain the 
upset and velocity profile data. The major difference between the techniques 
is that in making measurements of the upset resulting from a vortex encounter 
the probe aircraft attempts to fly along a path coincident with the axis of 
the vortex; in making velocity profile measurements, a flight path nearly 
normal to the wake is desirable. To acquire velocity profile measurements 
and measurements of the upset resulting from the encounter, a compromise 
between these two techniques was required. The flight path of the Learjet 
was at a nominal angle of 25· to the axes of the vortices, although a few 
measurements were taken with angles as high as 40· and as small as IS·. 

For each configuration studied, the wake is initially encountered at a 
separation distance which is large enough to assure safety. Data are then 
obtained at decreasing distances until a predetermined minimum distance is 
reached or until the continued reduction of separation distance is judged to be 
hazardous either by the pilot of the probe aircraft or through assessment of 
the loads imposed on the aircraft. For all of these measurements, the wake 
was made visible by injecting smoke into it. This provided a target for the 
pilot in his task. When crossing the wake, the pilot attempt~d to penetrate 
the core of one of the vortex pairs with the nose boom of the Learjet. A 
number of passes were made across the wake to ensure that adequate data were 
obtained. 
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Analyst.s Method 

The signal flow diagram of figure 3 shows how the airborne data and 
ground processing are used to produce predicted vortex-induced angular accel
erations, which are compared with the measured vortex-induced angular acceler
ations. The ail borne data system begins with sensors to measure both the 
flow field in which the probe aircraft is flying and the dynamics and control 
inputs that are experienced by the aircraft. These dat~ are electronically 
conditioned to provide signals adequate for the tape recorders. It is neces
sary to record the flow-field information in analog form because of the high 
frequency content of the desired information. The dynamics and control inputs 
of the probe aircraft, being of considerably lower frequency content, are 
recorded by a digital tape recorder after being sampled at a rate of 100 
samples per second. A time signal generated on-board is recorded on both 
recorders simultaneously providing a way to correlate the two sets of data. 

The two sets of recorded data undergo considerable processing in ground 
computer faciliti.es. To develop the predicted acceleration requires process
ing of the flow-field i.nformation. The analog data from the airplane are 
digitized at a rate of 1000 samples per second to preserve their frequency 
content. The data are then processed to provide wake velocity information 
along the actual flight path of the probe aircraft. By using an iterative 
technique, the velocity data are matched by a mathematical model of a vortex 
pair. The mathematical model used is one originally derived by Sir Horace 
Lamb (ref. 29). Although more precise models are known (refs. 30-34), the 
Lamb model is expressed as a single continuous function, which simplifies the 
matching procedure. The parameters in the matching procedure are the vortex 
strength, the core size, and the positions of the two vortices in inertial 
space. These parameters are varied to provide the best match in a least
squares sense to vertical and lateral velocitieb as measured along the flight 
path. 

The mathematical upset model (discllssed in a later section of this 
repo~t) uses the modeled wake as input and produces estimates of the angular 
accelerations that would result as the aircraft encountered the wake. These 
predicted accelerations are computed while constraining all other parameters 
of the upset model to be the same as the actual case. 

To judge the adequacy of the upset model, the actual angular accelera
tions induced by the vortex system are computed from the measured parameters 
on the aircraft. Effective angles of attack and sideslip must be computed 
from the aircraft's linear accelerations because the vanes mounted on the nose 
boom respond to the flow at only one point and it is nece3sary to have an 
integrated effect over the whole aircraft. The angular accelerations result
ing from the aerodynamics and control inputs are computed and t'len subtracted 
from the measured angular accelerations. This results in isolating the por
tion of the angular accelerations that were induced solely by the vortex flow 
field. The predicted vortex-induced angular accelerations are compared with 
those that were measured ther~by providfn~ a means of evaluating the mathe
matical upset model. 
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UPSET RESPONSE MODEL 

Predicted upset responses in the form of time histories of the angular 
accelerations of the probe aircraft were calculated with the use of the 
strength, size, and l0Cation of the vortex pair determined from the velocity 
profile measurements. The incremental forces and moments acting on the probe 
aircraft during vortex encounter were calculated with the use of strip theory 
as discussed in references 19 and 20 and as used in simulation studies of 
vortex encounter hazard criteria (refs. 21-23). The equations used in the 
present report to predict the vortex-induced angular accelerations are pre
sented in Appendix A. 

The wing, horizontal tail, and vertical tail were divided into chordwise 
strips, and the vortex-induced angles of attack and sideslip were computed for 
each strip. The incremental forces and moments were then calculated, summed, 
and combined with an estimated contribution from the fuselage to produce the 
net roll, pitch, and yaw accelerations resulting from the vortex pair as 
defined by the velocity-?rofile model. This procedure was followed for each 
point along the flight path of the probe aircraft to produce time histories of 
the predicted accelerations. 

For a comparison of predicted and measured accelerations induced by the 
vortices, it is necessary that the total measured accelerations be corrected 
for the aerodynamics that result from control surface deflections, angular 
rates, and attitude of the probe aircraft, as discussed in reference 18. The 
method used to extract the vortex-induced angular accelerations from the total 
measured angular accelerations is reproduced in Append~ K B. The results of 
both the basic analysis method and of its refinements are demonstrated in 
figures 4 through 7. In figure 4 are presented the time histories of the ver
tical velocity component Vz and the lateral velocity component Vy as mea
sured in the wake of the Boein~ 747 at a separation distance of 1.7 nautical 
miles. The 747 was in its normal approach configuration with no spoilers 
deployed. The velocity components along the same flight path resulting from 
the two-vortex mathematical model matched to the data are shown as solid lines. 
In this case, the two-vortex model adequately represents the actual wake 
structure as measured along the flight path of the probe aircraft. 

The body-axes components of the vortex-induced angular accelerations pre
dicted by the basic upset response model, with the mathematical ~ake model 
from figure 4 as input, are presented as time histories in figure 5. The mea
sured vortex-induced angular accelerations are also shown in figure 5 for com
parison. The predicted roll accelerations are in fair agreement with the 
measured values as seen in the upper curve; ho~ever, the pitch and yaw accel
erations (middle and lower curves, respectively) are not well predicted. The 
large values of predicted pitch accelerations result from the contribution of 
the horizontal tail. The basic upset response model assumes no change in the 
vortex flow field as the probe aircraft passes through it, although some 
attenuation of the vortex would be expected after its interaction ~ith the 
wing. As a first approximation, to correct this incongruity, the contribution 
of the horizontal tail was removed entirely from the upset response model. 
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The results are sho'~ in fi~ure 6. The absence of vortex-induced loads on the 
horizontal tail markedly improves the prediction of pitch accelerations and 
has only a slight effect on the predicted roll and yaw acceleration. The mis
match of the yaw acceleration-time history shown here did not always occur. 
This can be attributed to the fact that with the mathematical model for upset 
responses as used in references 21-23, the aerodynamic forces were calculated 
with respect to a local wind-axes system at each strip, and the horizontal 
components were ignored in the transformation to the body-axes system. Conse
quently., the contribution of the chordwise componer,_ of wing 11ft to the 
yawing moment is omitted. In some cases, this contribution completely over
shadows the yawing moment of the vertical tail. For the present tests, all 
forces and moments were calculated in the body-axes system (Appendix A). The 
resu~ts of that correction to the computation are shown in figure 7. A com
parison of figure 6 with 7 shows an improvement in the prediction of yaw ac
celeration and a slight degradation in the prediction of pitch acceleration 
with little change in the prediction of roll acceleration. A further improve
ment in the predicted angular accelerations probably could be made with an 
inclusion of the effect of the drag force vectora on the moments; however, the 
values of pitch and yaw acceleration are small, and the addition probably 
would not appreciably affect the major upset about the roll axis. 

DISCUSSION 

A measure of the adequacy of the mathematical model used in the present 
studies to predict upset responses is showr& in figure 8, where the predicted 
peak roll acceleration PVpred is plotted against the measured peak roll 
acceleration Pv . The circular symbols show the results in which the wake meas is adequately represented by a single pair of vortices. The square symbols 
show ~he results for cases in which the two-vortex model is inadequate to 
describe the wake. The flagged symbols indicate flights in which the spoilers 
on the 747 were deployed; the overprediction of peak roll acceleration is 
much greater for these cases and is discussed below. The quality of velocity 
fit, however, does not appear to be configuration dependent. The dashed 
lines form boundaries of ±30% of perfect correlation as shown by the solid 
line. For the most part, the values of Pv d are within these boundaries pre 
if the wak~ model provides a good fIt to the velocity prefile. 

An anomalous case is the one in which the peak roll acceleration was mea
sured at 1.6 rad/sec 2 and predicted to be 6.2 rad/sec 2 as shown in figure 9. 
The fit to the velocity measurements is shown in figure 10 to be reasonable, 
particularly in the proximity of the first vortex encountered. This large 
overprediction and the short time (about 0.1 sec) from zero to maximum angular 
acceleration suggested that aerodynamic lag might be important. Accordingly, 
the rate of increase of lift on an airfoil ente~ing an arbitrary gust wus cal
culated as suggested in references 35 and 36 and incorporated into the strip 
theory. A comparison of the predicted roll accelerations with and without the 
aerodynamic lag is shown in figure 11. It is concluded from this result that 
aerodynamic lag effects a:e not important during wake vortex encounters. It 
should be noted that for encounters of primary interest, where the penetrating 
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aircraft enters the wake at a ... 11 intercept angle thereby increasing the 
duration, the aerodynaaic lag effects should be even less important. The 
aerodynaaic lag effects, therefore, were not included in the mathematical 
upset response model developed in Appendix A. 

There are two cases in figure 8 that show peculiar characteristics in 
which no discernible roll acceleration was measured in the vicinity of the 
left vortex, but a peak value of nearly 2 rad/sec2 was predicted. Time his
tories of the angular accelerations from one case are shown in figure 12. It 
~s seen that a definite disturbance about all three axes is predicted near 
0.9 sec whereas none was measured. The velocity profiles for this case are 
shown in figure 13. The measured velocities are not well defined by the 
velocity profile model. The vertical-velocity gradient at about 0.9 sec indi
cates the presence of a vortex. The absence of a peak in the lateral velocity 
at this time means the probe must have passed through the core. The mathe
matical model thus places this vortex very near the flight path. Because the 
model requires the strength of both vortices to be equal, this results in an 
overestimation of vertical-velocity gradient for the left vortex and an 
underestimation for the right vortex. This is reflected in the angular accel
erations (fig. 12) when a rolling acceleration is predicted where none exists 
for the left vortex, and the magnitude of the a.cceleration resulting from the 
right vortex is underpredicted. Measured angular·.'acceleration-time histories 
very s1mdlar to the measurements shown in figure 12 are shown in figure 14, 
where the peak roll acceleration was predicted to be negligible in the vicin
ity of the left vortex. The velocity profiles for this ca9~ are well 
represented by the mathematical model as shown in figure 15. 

In general, if the characteristics of the wake are well represented by 
the vortex model, the maximum roll acceleration can be ?redicted within 30%. 
If the vortices dissipate unevenly or more than one vortex pair exists in the 
wake, the vortex model used in this study does not adequately represent the 
wake and th~ vortex encounter may not be as severe as predicted. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A flight test investigation has been conducted to develop a method for 
the prediction of upset responses of an aircraft from a known wake-vortex 
encounter. The r~sults of this investigation can be summarized as follows. 

1. The vortex-induced angular accelerations r.an be predicted within 30% 
if the characteristics of the wake are well represented by the vortex model. 

2. The vortex model used in the present study adequately represents the 
wake if the vortices dissipate symmetrically and only one vortex pair exists 
in the wake. 

3. The adequacy of the vortex model to describe the wake flow character
istics is not dependent on the configuration of the generating aircraft . 

4. Aerodynamic lag effects are not important during wake vortex encounters. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROCEDURES FOR PREDICTION OF VORTEX-INDUCED ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS 

Equations for the calculation of the vortex-induced angular accelerations 
as used in simulation studies are shown below. 

The fQrce vectors are calculated with respect to a local wind-axes system at 
each strip; however, the chordwise compone~ts are ignored in the transforma
tion to body axes. As a result. the ~Dntribution to pitch and yaw of the 
asymmetrically varying chordwise component is neglected. 

For the present tests. the contribution of the horizontal tail was 
omitted. and the forces and moments were calculated in the body-axes system. 
as follows 

cos(a i + "Ie)] 
RW.LW 
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sin(., + .Ie)] 
RW.LW 

'Ie] 
RW,LW 

.Ie] 
RW,LW 

where xi' Yi' zi are body-axes coordin'lt~s of the intersection of the 
O.2S-chord line and the ceoterliae of each strip. 
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The coordinates xi' Yi, zi and the areas Si of the strips were 
calculated with the use of strip theory geometry. For example, 

x .. x - (i - !) Ax i 0 2 

and similarly for Yi' zi' and Si. For the present tests, the wing was 
divided into 20 strips per semispan and the vertical tail into 6 strips. Ini
tial values and increments used for the wing and vertical tail are listed in 
table 2. 

The incremental angles of attack a i and sideslip Si resulting from 
the vortex flow field were calculated for use in the strip theory as follows. 
With the location hl,2 and dl,2 of the vortex pair from an arbitrary initial 
point on the flight path as determined from the velocity profile measurements, 
the vortex-axes system was set such that the origin was midway between the two 
vortices with their centers on the lateral axis. The coordinates of the 
origin and the orientation of the vortex axes were computed as 

d 1 + d2 
z =---
v 2 o 

with the distance between the two vortices being 

The center-of-gravity location of the probe aircraft was transformed from 
Earth axes to the vortex axes. 

Then the point of interest on a strip was transformed from the body axes to 
the vortex axes. 
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where 

sin 1jI cos e cos II sin 1jI sin e sin 41 cos II sin 1jI sin e cos 41 cos II 
- sin a sin II - cos 1jI cos 41 cos lJ - cos 1jI sin 41 cos II 

+ cos e sin 41 sin \.I + cos e cos 41 sin II 
[T] • 

- sin 1jI cos e cos II - sin 1jI sin e sin 41 sin II - sin 1jI sin e cos 41 sin II 
- sin e cos II + cos 1jI cos 41 sin II + cos 1jI sin 41 sin lJ 

+ cos e sin ~ cos lJ + cos e cos 41 cos lJ 

The local velocity components due to the left and right vortices were computed 
In the vortex-axes system. 

r ['. (1 .-6.r ,2 ) 
z (1 • -6vr

22
)] v 

v - -- -- - r2 2 v - 21T r1 2 

r [Yo + d (1 - -6.r ,2 ) Yv - d (1 • -6.r
22

)] w :: 2n r1 2 e - r2 2 v 

where 

rl 2 = ~~+ (y ± d)2 , rzv -. v 

These velocity components were transformed back to the body axes, 

and the incremental angles of attack and sideslip were computed as 

wi 
CL

i V 

f3 = 
vi --i V 

The forces were applied at the O.25-chord location, but the incremental force 
on each strip was assumed to be proportional to the incremental angle at the 
O.75-chord location of the strip; therefore, the values of x and A from 
table 2 were changed to the following values for the computat~on of CL i and 8i . 

x o 
A 

Wing 

-0.9 m (-2.8784 ft) 

5.73° 
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Vertical tail 

-5.2 m (-17.1412 ft) 

21.68° 



Stall on each strip was represented by a limitation of the force vectors 
such that their magnitudes were approximately constant outside the limits of 
maximum and minimum angles of attack and sideslip. 

where 

PYi - qXi 
~dyn = V 

e -
rXi - pZi 

dyn V 

These limitations on angles were applied only in determining the magnitudes of 
the force vectors and not in determining the direction of action of the vec
tors. The maximum and minimum angles of attack and sideslip are listed in 
table 3 along with other parameters used in the strip theory. 
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APPENIJiX B 

CORRECTIONS TO MEASURED ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS 

To obtain the angular accelerations due to the vortex flow field, the 
measured values of acceleration must be corrected for the aerodynamic acceler
ations that the aircraft would have experienced in the absence of th~ vortex. 
The vortex-induced angular accelerations were obtained by subtracting che 
accelerations resulting from the aircraft attitude, control surface deflec
tions, and angular rates from the total accelerations measured. 

Pv • P - q;: [CtsSc + Cto.O' + CtorOr + :v (Ctpp + ctrr)] 

The effective angles of attack and sideslip Uc and Bc were determined from 
the normal and lateral accelerations measured at the center-of-gravity 
location. 

W a 
B _--L 

c Cy qS 
B 

The pitching-moment coefficient required to trim the aircraft 
determined by setting the pitching moment equal to zero prior 
encounter. The aerodynamic coefficients were determined from 
flight and wind-tunnel tests (refs. 24, 37, and 38). 

Cm was 
to ~ortex 
the results of 

The aircraft characteristics and aerodynamic coefficients that were used 
in the present tests are listed in table 4. 
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TABLE 1.- AIRCRAFT PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

(a) B-747, wake ~enerator aircraft 

Length, m (ft). · · · · · · · · 70.51 
Height, m (ft). · · · 19.33 
Wing: 

(ft2) • Area, m2 · .511 
Span, m (ft) • • · · 59.64 
Aspect ratio • · · 6.96 
Sweep at quarter chord, deg · · . · 37.5 
Mean aerodynamic chord, m (ft) · · · · 8.33 
Incidence angle, deg • · · · · 2 
Dihedral angle, deg · . 7 
Taper ratio · · · · · .356 

Control surfaces: 
Rudder area, m2 (ft2). · · · · · 22.9 
Rudder deflection, de~ • · · · · · 15 
Elevator area, m2 (ft ). · · · · 32.5 
Elevator deflection, de~ · . · · · -23 to 17 
Aileron area (total), m (ft2 ) • · 20.9 
Aileron deflection, deg 

Inboard. · · · · · · · 20 
Outboard · · · · · · -25 to 15 

Spoiler area (total), m2 (ft2) · · 30.8 
Spoiler deflection, deg 

Panels 6 to 8 • · · · · 20 
Panels 1 to 4, 9 to 12 · · · · · · · 45 

Trailing-edge flap area (total), m2 (ft2 ). · 78.7 
Trailing-edge flap deflection, deg · · · · 30 
Leading-edge flap area (total), m2 (ft2 ) · 48.1 

Weight, kg (lb): 
Empty . . . · · · .158,220 
Maximum takeoff. · · · · · .322,0.50 

17 

(231. 33) 
(63.42) 

(5,500) 
(195.67) ~=-

(27.32) 

(247) 

(350) 

(222) 

(331) 

(847) 

(518) 

(348,816) 
(710,000) 



TABLE 1.- Concluded. 

(b) Learjet 23 wake probe aircraft 

Length, m (ft). • 
Height, m (ft). • 
Wing: 

Area, m2 (ft2) 
Span, m (ft) • 
Aspect ratio • • • • • • 
Sweep at 25 percent chord, d.eg • 
Mean aerodynamic chord, m (ft) • 

Control surfaces: 
Rudder area, m2 (ft2). . 
Rudder deflection, deg • 
Elevator area, m2 (ft2). 
Elevator deflection, deg 
Aileron area, m2 (ft2 ) • 
Aileron deflection, deg 
Wing flap area, m2 (ft z) • • 
Wing flap deflection, deg • • • • 

Weight, kg (lb): 
Empty . • • • • 
Takeoff. • • • • 

Moments of inertia, 
Roll (empty) • 
Roll (full). • 
Pitch (empty). 
Pitch (full) • 
Yaw (empty). . 
Yaw (full) . 

. . . . 
kg-m2 (slug-ft2): 

18 

13.18 
3.83 

• • • • • 21.6 
• • • • . 10.4 

5.46 
• • 13.0 

. . .. 2.1 

.67 
• 30.0 

1.31 
• • 14.0 

• • •• 1.08 
• • 20.0 

3.42 
· • 40.0 

3300 
6124 

8634 
• 35,112 

22,258 
· • 26,765 
• • 28,704 

• 66,586 

(43.25) 
(12.58) 

(232.0) 
(34.10) 

(7.04) 

(7.18) 

(4.13) 

(11.70) 

(36.85) 

(7275) 
(13,500) 

(6364) 
(25,880) 
(16,405) 
(19,728) 
(21,157) 
(49,079) 



TABLE 2.- STRIP THEORY GEOMETRY VALUES 

Wing Vertical tail 

Xo 0.50 m (1.6316 ft) -3.5 m (-11.544 ft) 

Ax Ay tan A Az tan A 

Yo 0 0 

Ay 2
1
0 (~) 0 

z .34om (1.12 ft) -.09 m (-.29 ft) 
0 

Az 0 ! (b) 
6 

S cRAY CRAZ 
0 

AS 
1 
20 (CR - cT)Ay 

1 "6 (CR - CT)Az 

A 13° 39.5° 

b 10 m (34.10 ft) 2.4 m (7.83 ft) 

c
R 

2.7 m (9.02 ft) 3.4 m (11.193 ft) 

c
T 1.4m (4.57 ft) 1.4m (4.51 ft) 
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TABLE 3.- NUMERICAL VALUES USED IN STRIP THEORY 

Parameter Wing Vertical tail Fuselage 

Il 12° --- 30° max 

amiD _12° --- -30" 

t3max --- ; 20° 30° 

amin --- _20 0 -30" 

C 
Llli 

See below --- ---
C --- 1.6202 ---YaT 

1. 7 m3 /rad ft 3/rad) MUF --- --- (59.406 

NS --- --- -12 m3/rad (-424.96 ft 3/rad) 
F 

Strip, i 
CL 

a
i 

1 6.672 
2 6.672 
) 6.672 
4 5.719 
5 4.766 
6 4.647 
7 4.528 
8 4.409 
9 4.289 

10 I~ .170 
11 4.051 
12 3.932 
13 3.813 
14 3.694 
15 3.575 
16 3.455 
17 3.336 
18 2.383 
19 1.430 
20 0.477 
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f... 

TABLE 4.- AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS AND AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS ABOUT THE 
BODY AXES OF THE LEARJET WITH FLAPS AT 20· 

Aerodynamics 

Coefficient Value at <l • 0 Slope with <l 

Ct -0.103 -0.273 
a 

.0655 0 Cid a 
CR.cS .0235 0 

r 
-.410 0 Cip 

CR. .194 1.56 
r 

Cmu -1.09 0 

CmcSe -1.29 0 

CtIlq -12.0 0 

Cn .115 -.141 
S 

Cno -.006 0 
a 

Cno -.0745 0 
C r -.0365 -1.01 np 
en -.240 0 r 
eN 5.21 0 

<l 

Cye -.665 0 

Characteristics 

Parameter Value 

b 10 • 4 m (34. 10 ft) 

c 2. 1 m (7.04 f t) 

S 21. 6 m2 (232.ft'") 

W 51,155 N (11,500 Ib) 

I 25,252 kg-m2 (18,625 slug-ft2) x 
1 25,049 kg-m2 (18,475 slug-ft 2) 

y 
I 52 ,430 k~_m2 (38.670 slug-ft~) 

z 
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Figure 7..- Spoilers on H-747 drplanl' . 
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Figure 11.- Effect of aerodynamic lag on prediction of roll acceleration. 
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